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The photoconductive cell is basically a light sensitive resistor.
The resistance versus light characteristics of a given cell depends
on many inherent factors, among which are the photoconductive materials,
processing techniques, line thickness and depth, and types of contacts
used. The resistance of a good cell will usually approach that of an
insulator in the dark ad decrease to only a few ohms at very high
light levels. Because the cell is a resistive device, it is inherently
a noise generator; and therefore, has what will be referred to in this
paper as a noise profile. The noise generated by a given cell is .-.
function of the frequency, cell resistance and current. In general,
cell noise is also a function of the same structural variables as the
cell resistance, but not necessarily in the same proportions.
The primary object of this investigation is to design a system,
including equipment and procedures, that can be used to evaluate the
noise characteristics of photoconductive cells. The data once collected
must be in a comprehensive and useful form. The secondary object is
to use this system to evaluate a large number of cells of various types
and to compare their noise profiles in a manner such that definite con—
clusiors can be drawn concerning the absolute noise levels and profiles
generated by the various cell types and the relations that may exist




A brief introduction to photoconductor theory and to semiconductor
noise theory will be followed by a description of the test equipment
used to measure the photoconductive cell noise current. The next
section explains the classification of the cells used during this
investigation, and describes the evaluation process. In the final
chapter the data collected during the investigation is presented and
analyzed.
The data that will be taken can be used to ascertain the best
cell type, the best resistance level and the optimum frequency to use
for any given low noise application. A second and potentially important
use of the noise data is as a processing inclicator. Life, response
time, and temperature stability evaluations are difficult and time
consuming test to make. This is because large groups of cells must be
tested over long periods of time. The actual correlation between the
noise output of a cell and these factors is beyond the scope of tnis
investigation, but it will be shown that some of the factors that affect





The outward appearance of a photoconductive cell might vary widely
from type to type and from manufacturer to manufacturer, but the basic
approach to making a cell is generally the same. The steps in the fab-
rication process are listed below:
1. A good insulator is selected as a substrate and formec into
the right shape and size for the given cell.
2. The photosensitive material is deposited in a thin layer on the
surface of the substrate.
3. The photosensitive area that is to remain exposed is masked off
and tne electrodes are deposited on tne rest of the surface.
4. The external leads are affixed to the electrodes.
5. The whole unit is encapsulated.
Specially 3elected photosensitive and contact materials are used, and
also special ?rocessing, baking, and handling techniques are employed by
each manufacturer to achieve the desired characteristics. Some of the
characteristics that must be controlled for various applications are
resistance to light ratio and response time; current, voltage, and
dissipation capability; temperature, time and life stability; and noise
characteristics. These electrical characteristics are of primary impor-
tance and the size, shape, and method of encapsulation are usually of
secondary importance.






changes in incident radiantenergy. The reason the device is called
a "photo" conductive cell is that it is sensitive only to those wave --
lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum that are located near the visible
light band (10 2-1 to IC microns). The cells that are discussed in this
report (cadmium sulfide and cadmium selenide) vary in overall response
from about .35 to about .90 microns, which is the part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum in or near the visible light band (.42 to .70 microns)
Other light sensitive cells such as cadmium teluride, lead sulfide and
lead selenide are infrared sensors and will not be considered here, but
the same methods of evaluation would also apply to them. The approximate
response curves of the cadmium sulfide (CdS) and the cadmium selenide






Figure 2-1. Rf-o?onse curves of CdS and CdSe photoconductive cells.
The cell is always placed in a circuit with an externally applied
elec!- rical field. Whether the cell is operated at a high or low light
level or whether the light changes by orders of magnitude or only
incrementelly, it will always produce a shift or fluctuation in the




in the associated circuit to change. To properly understand the noise
characteristics of this device, the electrical conduction mechanism
must be understood.
2.1. PhotoFensitivit./. The conductance c of a material is
proportional to the number of charged particles (electrons and holes)
per uni.t volume that are free to act as current carriers'
= neun - peup ,
(2-1)
_
where n is the average number of free electrons per unit volur_e, e
is the electronic charge on each particle, Pn is e mobility of the
electrons, p is the average number of holes and is the hole mobility.




where A is the cross sectional area of the conductor, L is its length
and is its specific resistivity.
In the CdS and CdSe photoconductive cells discussed in this report,
the free carriers are the electrons (1, p. 119), therefore, the total
number of availahle carries N which is given by:
N = nLA, (2-3)
can be used to write an equation for the resistance of a cell as
R =
Neu n (2-4)
This equation shows that the number of free carriers will afiect the
conduction of current through the photoconductive cell.
_ _ _
Tn a photoconductive cell, unlike normal resistive materials,
the value of N is not a constant but is a function of the incident
light level. The reason for this is that the photoconducting material
under investigation has in its structure valence electrons that are
not too tightly bound, and when energy of a relatively small magnitude
Js absorbed by the molecule it frees the electron and cteates an
electron-hole pair.
The band gap energy is defined as the amount of energy that separates
the valence energy band from the conduction energy band in material.
The band gaps for the CdS and the CdSe cells are 2.4 and 1.7 ev. respec-
tively, which corresponds to the quanta of radiation in the visible
spectrum. The best way to describe this concept is to show an energy
level diagram of the various electronic transitions that occur in the











Fi ure 2-2. Typical electronic transitions of an n-type
photoconductor (4. p. 102).
Figure 2-2 shows the relation between the energies of the valence
band F, and the conduction band Ec and also that Ec Ev = Es.
shows that if a photon with energy WEs is absorbed by a molecule of
the clystal, (transition 1) an electron will be excited to a free
state in the conduction band. This transition is the major factor
governing the spectral response of the crystal. Figure 2-2 also shows
several other transitions that are important to photoconductivity.
Transition 2 will also affect the spectral response of a cell.
This transition comes about as a result of imperfections in the
material. These imperfections may be impurities, interst.itials or
vacancies caused by crystal atoms not conforming to the normal crystalline
order (1, p. 129). This transition can also be thought of as the
second excitation of a potentially free carrier. The first trans-
ition occurred when the carrier was excited or raised from its normal
energy level in the valence band by heat, p:Ioton excitation or by
interatomic reaction, to a level associated with the imperfection,
and there it was trapped until it either fell back to the valence
band (transition 3), or received another energy boost from a lower
energy photon hv i. These transitions (2) produce the longer wavelength
end of the photoconductors response curve.
Transition 4 is a recombination event. Transition 5 is the return
of a free carrier to an electron trapping center. Transition 6 is the
thermal excitation of a trapped electron and 7 is the excitation of a
trapped carrier by a low energy photon hv ilit. Transitions 3 and 4
determine free electron lifetime and thus photosensitivity, and trans-
itions 5 and 6 determine speed of response.
The noise generated by a photoconductive cell in essence depends
on all -)f these factors: excitation, trapping and recombination.
Trapping and recombination in turn depend on imperfections, especially
impurities. Therefore; first, impurities, then recombination and
trapping will be discus-,ed.
-7-
:'11tIr!V
It has been found that cells made from perfect crystals will not
give the resistance to light intensity ratio or slope required for the
majority of applications; therefore, in order to make usable photo-
conductive cells, it has been necessary to mix impurities in with the
perfect crystals. These impurities act as donors, acceptors, trapping
centers and recombination centers.
The addition of impurities to a pure crystal does several things
(1, p. 130):
1. Changes the dark conductivity. Donor impurities in n-type
materials, or acceptor impurities in p-type materials,
increase the conductivity.
2. Changes the sensitivity. Impurities which act as efficient
recombination centers decrease the sensitivity. Impurities
which have a high probability for capturing a minority
carrier with subsequent small probability for capturing a
majority carrier, may increase the sensitivity.
3. Changes the speed of response. Impurities which act as trapping
centers, or which increase the sensitivity, decrease the
speed of response.
F.xtends the spectral response. Since direct excitation from
an imperfection center with levels lying in the forbidden
gap requires less energy than excitation across the band
gap, the spectral response is e).ended to longer wavelengths.
--appin7 enters can be defined as those centers whose occupancy
termined by thermal equilibrium interchange with the nearest
allowed band. The effects of trapping centers in a material can
best be dasertbed as follows (1, p. 68). If a material existed with
8-
no enerc7 levels in the forbidden energy gap, then every excited carrier
in the crystal would also be a free carrier. If a material existed
with only recombination centers, such that the majority-carrier life-
time is much greater than the minority-carrier lifetime, then every
excited majority-carrier would be a free carrier. If, however, as is
the case in almost all real materials, there are also trapping centers
as well as recombination centers, the number of free carriers may be
less than the number of excited carriers.
Whenever recombination between photoexcited electrons and holes
occurs, some means must be provided for the dissipation of the excess
energy of the excited carriers. There are three basic ways in which
this energy dissipation can occur (1, p..303):
1. By the emission of photons, the energy of each photon being
equal to the energy difference between the two carriers before
recombination.
2. By the emission of a number of phonons with total energy
equal to the excess energy to be dissipated.
1. By a three body collision, the excess energy being given
up to a third carrier in what is called an Auger or impact
recombination.
The capture probabilities associated with the three different types




where Nt is tL density f recombination centers, and CT Is the total
capturP probabllity,
-9-
CT = Cphoton + Cpaonon 
+ nCAuger (2-6)
where n is the density of free carriers. Therefore, recombination
like trapping and excitation can be thought of as a random process
which will have the properties of noise.
2.2. Contacts. In order to measure the properties of a material,
it is usually necessary to make electrical contact with•the material
by means of electrodes. Such electrodes would be considered ideal if
they did not react chemically with the material, and it they were
unaffected by variations in illumination, temperature, or applied.
field strength. Although electrical contacts to certain materials
have been achieved with near to ideal properties, using specific
electrode materials, there is still a considerable art and uncertainty -
in choosing the proper electrode material to give an ideal contact with
a new material. This is especially true of metal to semiconductor, and
semiconductor to semiconductor contacts. The reasons for this is that
each material has associated with it a work function, which is that
potential that an eleccrJn has to overcome to escape from the material..
Now when two materials are joined, the carrier will have to pass through
the barriers produced by the work functions of both materials before
continuing along its path subject to the applied field. These barriers
cause rectification instability, photovoltaic effect, and photocurrent •
noise.
The cause of current barriers at metal-semiconductor contacts
can be divided into three categories (I, p. 111):
I. Improper matching of work functions between the metal and
the semiconductor.
2. Presence of surface states on the metal or semiconductor,
which cause the formation of intrinsic barriers.
-10-
3. Presence of a thin 1-;er of a third material which in turn
produces barriers for reasons 1 or 2 above.
There are two simple mechanisms, which can be proposed, that
describe how chz-.- ge carriers can cross such barriers: (1) quantum
mechanical tunneling through the barrier, and (2) passing over the
barrier if it possesses sufficient energy.
When the metal and an n-type semiconductor are brought into
contact electrons will flow from the semiconductor into the metal,
since the Fermi level of the semiconductor, before contact (Figure
2-3a), is higher , than that of the metal. This transfer of electrons
will continue until the field set up by the double layer is sufficient
to balance the diffusion current due to the electron concentration gradient.
Finally the situation pictured in Figure 2-3b.will be obtained; that is,
a barrier will be formed by the negative charge at the metal surface,
and a positive charge in the form of ionized donors will form at the
semiconductor surface. These donors will be distributed in a volume
of the semiconductor reaching a distance d from the contact. This type
of barrier is frequently called an exhaustion barrier because the region
of positive charge Corresponds to a portion of the semiconductor which
has been essentially stripped of its free charge.
Figure 2-3c and 2-3d shows the alternate case for ccntact between
a metal and n-type semiconductor when the work function of the metal
is less than that of the semiconductor. In this case no barr-ier forms
when ctact is made; instead a reserve of electrons is present in the
semiconductor near the contact. Such a contact is commonly called an
ohLic contact. For a p-type semiconductor an ohmic contact would be












Figure 2-3. Energy level representation of a contact betwten a
metal and an n-type semiconductor. (a) and (b) before and after con-
tact, respectively, with a metal with greater work function than that
of the semiconductor; (c) and (d) before and after contact, respec-
tively, with a metal with smaller work function than that of the semi-
conductor (1, p. 112).
The second cause of the existance of a barrier at a metal semi-
conductor contact he presence of surface states on the semiconductor.
When the surface f: -e present, the establishment of an equilibrium
condition between and vol.me states results in the establishment
of an intrinsic sur. barrier. -1:ice this barrier is present even
before the contact with a metal is achieved, the contact barrier will
be relatively independent of the work function of the metal used. Mech-
anical damage to the surface i- Tten helpful in obtaining desirable
contacts. this is accompli -omehow diffusing the metal making the
contact into the semiconduct that the contact is made with the
bulk semiconductor and not with just the surface.
A general survey of the existing theoretical and experimental results
-1-2-
on metal-semiconductor contacts shows that there are three rules to
follow when choosing an ohmic contact for a photoconductive material
(1, p. 117).
1. Choose a metal with a smaller work function than the
material if it is n-type,as is CdS, or one with a
larger work function if the material is p-type..
2. Choose a metal which acts as an impurity in the material
with the same conductivity characteristics, and apply
the contact in such a way as to bring about some diffusion
-of the contacting metal into the material.
3. If ohmic contact is not obtained with a metal meeting the
requirement of (1) and (2) try various means of mechanically






Electrical noise can be defined as random frequency and amplitude
variations in the current flowing in an electric system. The majority
of the amplitude variations associated with photoconductive cells will
be small in magnitude and will be important only if the cell is placed
in the tmput of an electronic amplifier. There are several types of
noise that are generated by photoconductive cells; thermal noise,
generation-recombination(g-r) noise, l/f noise and contact noise.
Eac of these t7pes f noise is generated by the associated conductivity
mechanism that it is named after, except the 1/f noise which describes
frequency content rather than generating mechanism.
S. 0. Rice has shown that noise fluctuations generally can be
described by a gaussian distribution curve if the noise can be repre-
sented by a large number of overlapping current pulses (5, p. 283).
The basis of his derivation is the central limit theorem,which states
that. Provided that the third moment exists, the distribution of the
sum of a large number of independent random variables will approach
the gaussian distribution in the limit. The gaussian distribution
curve for noise voltage is shown in Figure 3-1. The probability density
function for noise voltage is written (8, p. 290);








Figure. 3-1. Gaussian distribution curve for noise
voltages.
V
where a2 is the variance or the mean square variation about the
mean T, and a is called the standard derivation.
All of the noise data presented in this report will have been
taken in such a way as to eliminate the d.c. component; therfore,
v = 0, and if N is substituted for 02 in Equation ( 3.1) the
following equation for noise density will result;
exp v2 1
272— j (3-2)\12rN2
Is called the mean square noise voltage and N the root mean
p(v)  1
square noise voltage. The rms voltage can be measured with a meter
that has a sufficiently long integrating time. Sinr:e the peak value
of the distribution curve is 1,4271,7- and the width of the curve is
'."4, the tIrts noise wJuld he the most oesrip*ive reading of any that
ct-ild be taken.
3.1. Thermal Noise. in a solid the molecules vibrate about their
mean position with random amplitudes, but do not change position, and
-15-
r". they move with an average energy due to their temperature above absolute
zero; although the energy of any given molecule may vary greatly from
time to time. Other atomic particles such as ions and electrons also
exhibit this characteristic random motion.
Since electric charge is localized in discrete charged atomic
particles, either in the electron or in the ion, the motion of these
charged particles sets up convection and displacement currents; there-
fore, it can be said that an electric current is made up of a sequence
of minute current pulses, each of which is produced by the motion of
a single electron or ion. Obvious3y the nature of this current is
governed by the nature of the motions of the electrons or ions
responsible for the observed current. If in particular, the electrons
or ions are in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings, then the
current that their motion produces will be of a random nature and it
is called 'thermal noise'. In a circuit that is in thermal equilibrium
the average net current i zero.
H. Nyquist was the first to make a theoretical study of the
properties of thermal noise (8, p. 8). He demonstrated that a metalic
resistor could be considered a source of spontaneous fluctuatIng voltage
with the mean squared
N- 4kTRAf
where N2 is the mean square voltage, k is Boltsman's constant (1.38
x 10-23 joule/°K) and Af is the bandwidth of the filter in hert
also showed that this fluctuating voltage was independent of ,
steady current below the heating limit for his metallic resistct
-16—
(3-3)
• aff f10••• ••••••••...-
'',•"" • 1111.07.44V
, mIELVAR•7
'0'41 at frequencies above 10 khz. the reason for this is that the electron
velocity associated with the random fluctuations of noise is approxi-
mately 107 cm/sec while the drift velocity associated with steady
currents is approximately 0.1 cm/sec (6, p. 215).
The basic Nyquist noise equations are derived using the constant




Figure 3-2. Equivalent thermal noise circuits.
The zero impedance noise voltage generator in part (a) generates




where the term p(f) is the frequency dependent Planck's factor,
(3-4)
P(f) hf •  1 (3-5)
kT expan -1
IkT,
-34where h is Planck's constant (6.63 x 10 joule/sec). A current
generator of infinite impedance connected in parallel with a resistor




where C Is the conductance of the resistor.
The available noise power (P) of a resistor in the frequency
interval di is determined by using either or both of the above equations
as shown in Equation (3-7)
P 1 N2 = 1 izit = kTp(f)df (3-7)
4 R 4
where P is expressed in watts.
The complexity of these equations can be reduced somewhat if one
considers that the Planck factor is very close to one at temperatures
near room temperature and for frequencies up to 1010 hz- Therefore,
to a very close approximation at lesser frequencies th;:s more conventional
form of the thermal noise equations can be used.
N2 = 4kTRAf (3-8)
11 = 4kT1f (3-9)
P - kTAf (3-10)
The noise that is generated by photosensitive materials in the
absence of an applied field has the same characteristics as thermal
noise, and therefore, the same equations that were just developed
hold for these materials. These equations can also be developed
using random particle flow arguments since the generation of free
electrons (carriers) is directly coupled to the absorption of photons
p. 223).
3.2. Current Noise. Carbon resistors - more than wire wound
or film resistors - generate low frequency noise proportional to the
applied voltage. A noisier than normal resistor usually has localized
high current density bottle-necks. In most resistors this curreut
-18-
noise, sometimes called excess noise and sometimes called l/f noise,
Is about equal to thermal noise at 100 khzand is negligible above 1
mhz.
A poor quality resistor may have, in addition to high current
density bottlenecks, inferior contacts. Contacts to resistance
materials however, are not as difficult to make as those to semi-
conductor materials.
3.2.1. Contact Noise. According to some investigators contact
noise, which has spectrum, is primarily caused by fluctuations in
the occupancy of "slow surface states". When a carrier is trapped in
one of these states it producer a change in the number of free carriers
and therefore in the surface charge. The bulk conductivity in turn is
affected more severely by this biasing effect than by the gain or loss .
a carriers. Another possible mechanism that has been pro7,osed
as the cause of contact noise is that the current between two crystals
is affected by molecules diffusing over the contact area. Most of
these current modulating effects found in practice are of the 1/f8
type ( with , 1). However, the theories fail to give an exact 1/0
dependence ::or the entire frequency range over which l/f noise is
observed.
Contact noise with its l/f type spectrum can interfere with other
l/f noise measurements if the experimenter is not careful. However,
practically all contact noise can be eliminated if ohmic contacts .2re
used and the two surfaces are properly cleaned before making the
junction. DurinR lab experiments, contact noise can als- be avoided
if the contacts to the crystal from the noise amplifier are made
separate from the normal current carrying contacts. The noise
-19.
spectrum for a p-n junction device is shown below with the minimum and
maximum limits of observed l/f noise indicated by dashed lines.
N (db) Thermal
101 102 103 104 105 106
Frequency (hz)
Figure 3-3. Noise spectrum of a p-n junction.
107
3.2.2. Semiconductor Noise. Assuming that the component designers
have properly dealt with the problems of placing low noise contacts on
the semiconductor material, the evaluation processes can continue and
the other types of noise that will be generated by the device can be
measured. The first type is thermal noise which has already been
discussed. The second, which is due to fluctuations in the concentration
of electrons and holes because of fluctuations in the generation and
recombination processes, is called g-r noise. The third type is due to
the fluctuations that arise from the modulation of an unknown parameter
which determines the concentration of charge carriers, and these
fluctuations are called l/f noise. The next type of noise that will
be considered is g-r noise.
3,2.2.1. Generation-Recombination Noise. The process of genera-
tion and recombination of carriers in semiconductor materials should be
understood before an attempt is made to analyze g-r noise. The current
-20-
through the semiconductor in terms of free electron carriers is given
by the continuity equation (2, P. 142).
an = Gt-R(n,p) + 1-7 • Je (341)
at
where an/at is the rate of change of carriers with respect to time,
Gt is the pair generation rate of the carriers, R(n,p) is the space
time rate of recombination of pairs per unit volume per unit time,
- -
1V • Je is the net change in current density due to drift (caused
by application of an electric field) and diffusion (caused by small
internal concentration gradients), 1e is the current density and a
is the electronic charge. The generation of carrier pairs in most
types of semiconductors is due to thermal or photon excitation. If
Gth is the rate of pair generation due to thermal activity, Gp is the
rate due to photon excitation and g is the rate due to all other
factors, then the total rate of pair generation can be written;
Gt = Gth Gp (3-12)
Equations (3-11) and (3-12) show the relation between the number of
carriers and the generation per unit time of carriers due to thermal
and photon activity. Some useful equations relating noise and semi-
conductor parameters are shown below.
The magnitude of the noise current generated in a semiconductor
can be described as the sum of all the individual noise current pulses
that are generated by the device. Assuming that the generation of
charged carriers is entirely the result of thermal excitation, the
spectral intensity of the fluctuations St can be calculated using
-21-
Nyquist's formula. These fluctuations are related to the mean square
noise current by the equation;
= jStdf. (3-)3)
Generation of an electron-hole pair implies the absorption of
energy from an external source and recombination implies the release
or giving up of energy to the environment. The recombination process
is erratic because of the involvement of trapping centers and as a
result a carrier that has been excited may take anywhere from a few
microseconds to a few minutes to recombine. Because both the genera-
tion of free carriers and their recombination are random processes,
the current that is being carried by the conduction electrons must
have a random nature.
K.M. Van Vliet showed that St could be found using thermodynamic
arguments (9, p. 1007). His method is based on a generalization of
the Nyquist formula. He showed that the equation for g-r noise in an
extrinsic semiconductor would be;
St cc




no ( 2 - ) (1 + 11)212)nd
(3-14)
where i is the carrier lifetime, no is the total steady state number
of carriers, nd is the total number of donors, and w is the radian
nofrequency. Now if - '‹ 1 as it is in intrinsic semiconductors,
Equation (3-14) will reduce to
-22-
,T2St = T 
-
no (1 + w-r')
(3-15)
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Figure 3-4. Generation-recombination noise in germanium type
semiconductors.
3.2.2.2. l/f Noise (Other than contacL  noise). l/f noise, unlike
generation-recombination noise is not clearly defined nor is there a
satisfactory theory that explains the experimental data iiat have been
recorded. This type of noise has the same spectral concentration as
contact noise but it is usually smaller in magnitude, therefore care
must be exercised in making contacts to the semiconductor when it is
to be measured.
Although this noise is generally considered the predominate noise
gener:ited by semiconductors below 1000 hz, recent experiments tend to
indicate that the cut-off frequency may vary from 100 hz with good
qualiLy devices to 10,000 hz with poor quality devices (see Figure
3-3). rhe lower frequency limit has not been firmly established but
"."
1/f noise has been measured down to 6 x 10-6 hz in poirt contict
diodes, and to 2 x 10-4 hz in germanium filiments. At the high frequency
end some experimenters have found what appears to be l/f noise as
high as 1 mhz.
This type of noise does not have an ideal l/f spectrum but an
l/f spectrum where 13 may vary from 0.2 to 1.5. The fact that S is
unpredictable, it varies with the material, with the surface condition
and with the frequency, is one of the main reasons that it is diffi-
cult to arrive at a good mathematical model to describe l/f noise.
Unlike most other types of noise, 1/f noise has only a slight
temperature dependence. Therefore, any theories about l/f noise
should explain the noise spectrum from approximately 10
-3 
to 105 hz,
and show its relative freedom from temperature dependence.
Mathematically a i/f spectrum can be obtained by introducing the
function g(T) into Equation (3-15) instead of the term 
T2
. g(T) can
be defined as a function which describes the distribution of life times







MacWhorter and Morrison have developed a theory that follows this
developement and supports the fact the interval i can be long (3, p. 150).
They theorize that long delay effects are the result of the exist-
ence of the same slow surface states discussed earlier under contact
noise. If, at the surface of a single crystal, a charge is induced
by generating an electric field between the surface and a metal
electrode, the conductivity of the crystal is increased at first, and
then it vanishes with a time constant of the order of minutes. it is
-24-VC ,(.•
assumed that the induced carriers are captured by traps existing on
the periphery of the crystal. The conductivity of the region changes
by an amount corresponding to the gain or loss of a majority carrier.
This change is maintained for the time the carrier remains in the
trap. For each region i, this time is equal to the time Ti. Thus by
assuming g(T) = 1/T, a l/f specarum for the noise current can be
derived.
3.2.3. Photoconductive Cell Noise. If radiant energy impinges
on a photoconductive cell it will give rise to F excitations per
second and each event will produce on the average a charge Ge in the
external circuit (where G is the gain of the photosensitive material).
Since the termination as well as the initiation of the life of a
free carrier is a random process there is an equal source on noise
contribution by the random processes of the recombination. The
mean square noise current can be showato be (4, p. 224);
i2 = 4F(Ge)21f = 4eIGAf (3-17)
where I is the photocurrent, which by definition is equal to GeF,
and Af is the bandwidth that is associated with the average lifetime
a the tree carrier.
When the photoconductive cell is excited by incident radiant energy,
the noise level generated by the excited carriers in the absense of an
applied fiPla 'an be defined by Equatiou ;3-9). Then since Equation
(3-9) aaid at zero applied voltage and Equation (a-17) is alid for
cells that have been subjected to a field, there must be some level
of applied voltage where the cell will start generating more current
noise thaa thermal (photon) noise. This transition point can be found
-25-
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by comparing the contributions per event for each case. For photoconductive
cells in general the value of cis given by:
c= kT
CL





Figure 3-5. Noise generated by a photoconductive cell as a
function of the electric field Intensity (4,
226).
P•
The above discussion did not allow for the presence of traps
between the valence and conduction bands. Consider the rate of
excitation F per second of free carriers into the conduction band.
It is known that most of these carriers settle into traps and usually
the trapping time is large compared to the total lifetime.
This suggests the picture of a stream of electrons dividing into
a small fraction going into the conduction band and a large fraction
falling into traps. In this case the noise currents are divided;
however, they are not independent so the following approach must be
used. C.)e.Tlut the noile currents based on the assumption that all the
-26-
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carriers are excited into traps and each trapped carrier durin6 its
lifetime contributes a charFe;
a = ecpe 
1
(3-18)
to the external circuits. The time In is the lifetime of a trapped
carrier before it returns to a recombination center or after it has
been excited (free time assumed zero). Since during the lifetime of
a trapped carrier it spends a small fraction of the time (eT o =
life time of the free carrier) in the conduction band. The contribution
per event to the external current will be;
=  cute 
1





Af0 = 4eIGLf0 (3-20)
where the only difference in this equation and Equation (3-17) is
that in Equation (3-20) Afn is associated with To instead of the T.
Thus the effects of traps has been to reduce the bandwidth of the
system from that appropriate to a trapped carrier. Tharefore, the
noise generated by a photoconductive cell with traps is reduced in a
way similar to that of any other electronic circuit by introducing a
low pass filter. As seen in Figure (3-6), the low frequency noise











Figure 3-6. Noise distribution spectrum of a photoconductive
cell (4, p. 232).
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CHAPTER IV
MEASUREMENT OF PHOTOCONDUCTIVE CELL NOISE
There are two methods of measuring the noise signals generated
by photoconductive cells. The first method is to amplify the noise
and run it through a fixed bandpass filter of known characteristics.
This noise can be read by any of the conventional detecting devices,
such as oscilloscopes, average or rms responding meters, or strip chart
recorders. Using this method, a spot check of the noise generated by
a cell at the selected frequency can be made. The second method is
similar to the first except a sweep frequency filter Is used in con-
junction with a strip chart recorder to record the noise profile
the cell. The amplifier gain must be uniform o‘er the entire frequency
range and the bandpass characteristics of the filter must be well
defined. The first method is necessary for any evaluation in which a
large number of devices err? to be evaluated because it takes so much
time to evaluate a singl eli using the second method.
The first section wil, ,e used to describe the equipment and
procedures used to evaluate Lhe noise characteristics by the first
method, and the succeeding section will be used to describe the same
for the second method. The analysic- ' each method 1 include a
discussion of the limitations of t tems and the variations in
the output due t,) equipment or proc. l errors.
4.1. Fixed Frequency System. The fixe frequency sysLe.m includes
the cell-under-test box, the preamplifier, the filters, the rms meter
-29-
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and all associated power supplies. A block diagram of this system is
shown in Figure 4-1.
4.1.1. Cell-Under-Test Box. The cell-under-test box was designed
to perform several functions. First, the box is constructed of a double
layer of metal. The outside layer is 1/32 inch aluminum which gives the
box its form and serves as an electrostatic shield. The.inside layer is
10 mil mu-metal which serves as an electromagnetic shield. This shield-
ing eliminated practically all of the pick-up from external fields. It
should be noted here that the only 60 hertz pick-up that was detected
during this evaluatic71 was that which came in on the connectors that
were used to feed current into the box. This statement is corroborated
by the 10 meg ohm curves on the zero current resistor profile graphs
(Figure A-3). While making this graph all -onnectors were shielded,
and a battery that was mounted inside the box was used to furnish
power for the preamplifier.
The second feature of the box is that it acts as a light tight
container for the photoconductive cell, and an illumination controlling
lamp. The lamp is mounted two inches from the face of the cell and is
-3capable of furnishing the range of light levels from less than 10
to greater than 102 foot candles. The lamp current must be supplied
by a supply that is free from ripple and drift. It was found that
60 or 120 hertz ripple in the lamp current was coupled directly to
the cell and thus, to the detection system. As a result storage
batteries which have a very low internal resistance, were used to
supply the lamp current.
The cell-under-test socket was built in such a way that the cell































Figure 4-2a or with current flowing as in 4-2b.
In the zero current case the noise signal sees the impedance of
the device in parallel with the input impedance of the preamplifier.
In the case where voltage is applied the device will see its own
impedance in parallel with that of the current ,ource impedance and
the input impedance of the preamplifier. In every case .the current
source impedance was maee equal to the impedance of the noise source.
Figure 4-2. Input circuit of preamplifier and the equivalent
noise circuits. (a) with zero current flowing
through the cell (b) with external supply connected
so that maximum noise power transfer will be made
(Rs = Rpc).
In the case where current is supplied to the cell, precautions
must be taken to keep 60 hertz pick-up or any other noise from entering
the system by .-'ay of the supply. This noise level was kept at a minimum
by using specially selected batteries. The pick-up was reduced by
placing the batteries in a shielded box and using shielded leads;
however, the shielding used was not as good as it should have been,
as can be seen by looking through the graphs. As a matter of fact
it was found that a low noisr low ripple power supply was as good or
better in some cases, than the batteries. In general it was found
that the 120 hertz ripple generated by the analyzers' power supplies
would couple in mote ripple than the 60 hertz power line, or the voltage
source used to furnish currellt for the device under test.
The cell under test box also acts as a housing for the low noise,
high input impedance, wide band preamplifier. As was mentioned above,
it also housed a small mercury battery that could be used for short
durations to furnish power for the preamplifier. However, the majority
of the time The preamplifier was operated from an external supply (a
specially selected low noise battery).
4.1.2. Preamplifier. A schematic of the preamplifier, which is
a modification of one described elsewhere (7, pp.229 & 232), is shown
in Figure 4-3. Gain-bandwidtil and noise characteristics are shown in
Figures 4-4,4-5 and 4-6. Except for some preliminary work the amplifier
was used in the 46 (lb mode. In order to avoid cumbersome correction
factors at this gain, frequency ranF , were restricted as follows:
10 megohm
1 megohm
250 kilohm or less
20-630 hz
20 hz to 6.3 khz
20 hz to "0 khz
Resistance values less than 10 kilc:im were not used because of
the noise of the preamplifier. Some what lower resistance values could
have been used, but only if known correction formulas were used
If NA and NR, the noise ot the amplifier re,erred to toe input and
the noise of the resistor, respectively, are independent, Gaussian
random variables, then the equivalent input noise N/ is +
N. If the gain is A, then the output noise No is No = ANI, or 
NR + Nip/A?. A alwilar analysis can be made if one must correct
for other noise sources.
-33-
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4.1.3. Fixed Frequency Filters. The fixed frequency filter cir-
cuitry consisted of an amplifier, four bandpass filters and a cathode
follower. The input amplifier and the output cathode follower were used
primarily as matching devices; however, the circuit did give a gain of
20 db. The bandpass of each filter was checked at both the -3 db and





the fixed frequency filters.
f2 Af
hz hz
10 0 10.40 10.40 -
-3 9.83 11.00 1.12
-6 9.65 11.27 1.52
100 0 101.0 101.0 -
-3 96.5 108.4 11.9
-6 95.0 110.3 15.3
1k 0 1.020 k 1.020 k
-3 .957 k 1.066 k 109
-6 .940 k 1.082 k 142
10 k 0 10.50 k 10.0 k -
-3 9.41 k 10.78 k 1.37 k
-6 9.32 k 10.86 k 1.54 k
As shows t ur filters are not exactly 0.1 fo filters;
however, since :tie set of filters was used primarily to evaluate a
large number of cells for comparison purposes, the small bandwidth
inconsistency did not resent a problem. The data could be analyzed
for mean square noise per cycle using this data if it were desired
using the following equation;
N2/hertz = 4kTR = (4-1)





frequc- - filter system was a Ballentine Model #320 rms meter. The
meter was modified so that an integrating circuit with a long time
constant could be switched in for the low frequency test. The meter
accuracy was checked and found to be within 1% of the reading. The
value of this system will be discussed in the next two chapters.
4.2. Variable Frequency System. The variable frequency system
includes the previously described cell-under-test box and the pre-
amplifier, but the fixed frequency filter and rms meter are replaced
by a variable frequency analyzer and a strip chart recorder. The
analysis of the cell-under-test box and the preamplifier given in the
previous sections also apply in this section. A block diagram of the
variable frequency system was shown in Figure 4-1.
The frequency analyzer and the recorder were commercial instru-
ments made by the Bruel and Kjaer Company, for use in these types of
evaluations. They are mechanically coupled with a flexible drive
shaft so that the rate of change of frequency of the analyzer and the
speed of the (-.hart can be synchronized. The result of this approach
is seen in the profile graphs, which show, that as the frequency sweeps
the three decades from 20 hz to 20 khz in six steps the chart remains
in perfect synchronization. Any frequency error would be in the
starting of the graph at the precise frequency. This error can be
kept at less than 1/16 inch (which is about ± 1% of fo) and is due
to engaging the cogs in the transmission at the wrong point.
4.2.1. Frequency Analyzer. The function of the Bruel and Kjaer
model #2404 frequency analyzer is to amplify the incoming signal by
an amount selected by the amplifier gain controls and to filter out
all but the desired band of frequencies as selected by the selectivity
controls. The analyzer also has several weighting retworks that can be
used and an automatic-manual function control. A meter is also provided
with a rectifier function selector for visual readout.
The lowest full scale reading (maximum gain) that is provided by
the analyzer is 100 microvolts, which allows the monitoring of volt-
age levels as low as 1 microvolt. The bandwidth of the amplifier is
set using a weighting network selector. The setting that was used
during this project provided for a flat response from 2 hz to 40 khz.
This gain-bandwidth characteristic was such that it did not impose
any further resttictions on the system than those already stated for
the preamplifier.
The filter networks in the analyzer can be stacked to give up to
a maximum of 45 db per octave attenuation. In this position the 3 db
or half power bandwidth is 6% of the center frequency (f0) over tha
entire frequency range (20 hz to 20 khz). Except for Figure A-1 all
the graphed data was taken using the automatic frequency analysis
position. These two graphs are noise versus time graphs that were
made at a fixed frequency of 30 hz and 3 khz. The analyzer also
provides a reference voltage of 100 millivolts that can be used
to calibrate the recorder.
4.2.2. Strip Chart Recorder. The recorder, a Bruel and Kjaer
model #2305, has most of the features required for this type of
evaluation. The signal fed in from the analyzer is first reduced
to the desired level by an input attenuator, and then it is fed into
a conversion potentiometer. The data shown in the noise profile
graphs was taken using a logrithmic potentiometer which provided a
full scale voltage deflection of 50 db (a factor of 316).. The
reason for using this potentiometer is that a very wide range of noise
voltages was to be recorded.
The rectifier response selector switch on the recorder was set
to the rms position so that the recorded data could be analyzed using
the previously developed system (section 4.1.2). These data were
recorded using both slow pen writing speeds (long integration time)
and fast pen writing speeds (short integration time). The chart and
pen writing speeds for all the graphs are listed in Table 2.
TALLE 2
Lower frequency limit and the chart and pen writing speeds used during
the photoconductive cell noise profile evaluation.










200-630 10 3 16
630-2 k 10 3 25
2 k-6.3 k 20 3 40
6.3 k-20 k 20
(For the graphs
3
in Figures A-4, A-15 and A-16).
63
20-63 2 1 16
63-200 10 3 25
200-630 10 3 25
630-2 k 10 3 40
2 k-6.3 k 10 3 63
6.3 k-20 k 10 3 100
(For the graphs in Figures 5-1, 5-2, A-2, A-3, A-5 to A-14 and A-17).
Better line separation is achieved at the low frequencies for slower
pen writing speeds, but the faster writing speeds provide a lire that
can lead ti; a more comprenhensive analysis.
The normal db to microvolt conversion formulas apply to these




Conversion factors for db to microvolts for the noise profile graphs.


















Using the fixed filter system to take single readings on a larger
number of cells and the variable frequency system to make noise profile
graphs of selected cells, a comprehensive analysis of the noise currents
generated by several types of photoconductive cells wai mad , The system
of analysis is developed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER V
PHOTOCONDUCTIVE CELL CLASSIFICATION AND TEST PROCEDURES
This chapter is divided into two sections: the firgtis concerned
with the classification of the various cells used for this project,
and the second is concerned with the test and evaluation procedures
used to analyze the noise characteristics of these cells.
5.1. Classification of Photoconductive Cells. As has been
previously suggested there are many variables that must be controlled
if a photoconductive cell with specified characteristics 1s to be
made. Five of these variables that are very important in the deter-
mination of cell characteristics are:
1. Elemental ccrLposition of the photosensitive material.
• 2. Proccssing temperatures.
3. Types of electrodes used to make contact to the photosensitive
material.
4. The density of the photosensitive material.
5. The of the cell.
The fact that changes in these variables can influence the electrical
characteristics of a cell would imply that they would also influence
the noise output of a cell. Just how the noise output is influenced is
discussed in the next chapter.
To provide a good cross section of cells for noise evaluations,
twenty-seven lots of cells were made using laboratory techniques.
The laboLatory equipment that was used was desiened to control very
accurately the fabrication process. If reliable data was to be taken
during this noise evaluation, all of the variables had to be held con-
stant except the ones that were changed intentionally. The disposition
of the various types of cells 95 a function of the firing temperatures
is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Disposition of the photoconductive cell types according to the N2 and
air firing temperatures.

























































1Lots G, T. I, C3, C5 and C7 were processed similiar to Lot 18.
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As the table shows there are three primary divisions or groups
based on the composition of the photosensitive material. Included in
the third group are two secondary divisions based on the type of
electrode used to make the contact and the size of the cell. Each
of the primary groups is further subdivided according to the processing
temperatures that were used during the fabrication process. These
processing temperatures were chosen so that only those levels close
to the norms established by cell manufacturers woL be used in the
investigation.
The cadmium selenide (CdSe) cells that make up Group I are high
speed cells that possess long light memories, high temperatur sensi-
tivity and are relatively unstable. The cells in Lot 2 of this group
represent the present eommercial product. Group II consists of cadmium
with sulfide and selenide (CdS&Se) cells that are still relatively fast,
but are much more stable than the CdSe cells. Both temperature sensi-
tivity and light memory are minor factors in the use of this cell.
Lots 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 15 are similar to types that are in commercial
use. The cell which is the old standard is the cadmium sulfide (CdS) cell
represented by Group III. These cells do not have fast response times,
but tl-ley are stable, have long life, are only slightly temperature
sensitive and have practically no light memory. There are many vari-
eties of this cell on the market and all the lots shown in this group
have potential application status.
The lots :.)f- cells that were made for the purpose of evaluating
electrode variations were also made with a I.ore porous mix so that the
effects of mix density on cell noise could be evaluated. The different
types of electrodes that were-used were Fold, tin, and indium (Lots G,
T, and I). The final series of lots consisted of cells that were 3/16,
-4 4 -
5/16 and 7/16 inch in diameter (Lots C3, C5 and C7). The cells in
both of these groups were made similar to the cells in Lot IS.
5.2. Test and Evaluation Procedures. There were three vases to
the test and evaluation process. The first was a two point inspection
test, to which all the cells were subjected. The second phasE consisted
of a sixteen point examination of the cells that represented tne normal
spread in each lot. The third phase was a minute examination cf the
noise output of the average cells taken from each lot. The fixed
frequency test set was used to take the data for the first two phases
and the sweep frequency test set was used for the third phase.
All 500 cells were tested during the first phase of the evaluation.
The conditions of the two tests were (1) R = 500 kilohm, f = 1 khz, and
I = 0 ampere and (2) R = 500 kilohm, f = 1 khz and I = 100 microamperes.
These data were taken for the purpose of eliminating unstable or ex-
cessively noisy cells and to provide data from which the normal spread
of noise output for each lot could be determined. After this spread
was established, cells that were representative of the spread were
selected for further evaluation in phase two.
One hundred and fifty cells were tested during phase two under the
following conditions: (1) R - 10 kilohm, and I .= 150 microamperes, (2)
R = 10 kilohm and I = 2.2 milliamperes, (3) R = 500 kilonm and 1 - 3
microamperes and (4) R = 500 kilohm and I = 225 microamperes. The noise
was read at the frequencies of 10 hi, 100 hz, 1 khz and 10 khz for
each of the conditions. Using the data taken under these conditions a
fairly complete analysis of the noisc characteristics of each of the
groups of photoconductive cells could be made; however, a much =ore
comprehensive enalyqis can be made for individual cells from noise
profile graphs. Thelefore the average cell from each lot was chosen
for further evaluation in phase three.
There are many possible variations that can be made in the noise
profile graphs used in phase three. All of the graphs except two,
however, had the noise plotted versus frequency and these two had noise
plotted versus time. In all the graphs except these two a third
variable was used to produce a family of curves. The third variable
was either resistance, current, or type of cell.
Several graphs were made with no current flowing through the
device. In these graphs the values of resistance used to form the
family of curves were 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 megohm. ror these cells
the light level was adjusted to produce this resistance. Also one
graph was made using careon resistors with the appropriate values so
that a reference would be available for comparison between resistors
and cells. On this graph a line was drawn with the input of the
amplifier shorted so that a record of the amplifier noise (second
stage noise) would be available. This line is labeled R O.
To analyze the noise output of cells as they may be used in a
current carrying circuit a set of graphs was made for each cell. The
first graph was made at the relatively low resistance level of 10
kilohm and the second at the relatively high resistance level of
SOO kilohm. The family of curves on the 10 kilohr graph consisted
of 0, 0.075, 0.67, and 4.5 milliamperes current lines, and the
family of curves on the 500 kilohm graph consisted of 0, 3, 22, and
225 mieroamperes current lines (See Figure 5-1 and 5-2 for examples
of the noise profile graphs). A set of current graphs was also made
with resistors for comparison purposes.
Several graphs were drawn that showed how the various types of
cells ranked as noir.e penerstors in -elation to one another. These
• e
graphs were all made at a value of resistance of 500 kilohm and a
current of 22 microamperes. This system is a short cut methcd of
showing a point by point comparison of several cells at select,d
values of frequency, resistance and current.
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Figure 5-1. Noise profile curves of cell 18-1 at R = 10 kilohm
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Figure 5-2. Noise profile curves of cell 18-1 at R = 500 kilohm
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CHAPTER VI
NOISE IN CdS AN CdSe PHOTOCONDUCTIVE CELLS
Using the test equipment and test procedures previously described,
the various types of cells described in section 5.2 were evaluated.
The question: "What happens to the noise generated by photoconductive
cells when changes are made in their characteristics?" will he answered
using the data collected during this project. Some of the most des-
criptive data _hat was recorded is placed in an appendix at the end
of this report. Although this data will be referred to throughout the
chapter it will not be necessary for the reader to study ft in order
Z.o understand the findings and implications presented.
Before discussing the differences in the noise characteristics of
the various cell types, two interesting characteristics that are common
to all of the cells will be presented. First, take the case in which
no curreat is flowing through the cell under test. Here, the noise
generated by each cell, with the exception of those that had defective
contacts, was similar in both magnitude and profile to that generated
by a carbon resistor of equal resistance (Figures A-3 and A-4). These
data were plotted on the graph in Figure 4-6 for the 10 kilohm, Irj0
kilohm, 1 megohm, and 10 megohm resistance levels. In addition the
theoretical noise levels calculated for the same resistance, teTerature
and bandw!dths using Equation 3-3 are shown.
There is a remarkable correlation between the measured nci,;e
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levels and the theoretical noise levels at the 100 kilohm and 1 megohm
resistance levels. At the 10 kilohm resistance level; however, the
noise generated by the cell is partially masked by amplifier noise and
as a result cannot be compared to the theoretical curve.
Noise levels that were measured at the 10 megohm resistance level
were approximately 6 db higher than the theoretical value, over the
usable frequency band (20 to 630 hz). This difference being so far
pri the high side was rather surprising since the gain bandwidth data
showed a decrease in the gain of the preamplifier at this resistance
level. The only explanation that will be offered for this unexpected
increase in noise is that when transistors are operated with ve-y high
levels of input impedance they usually generate excess or flicker noise
at low frequencies (8, p. 221). Therefore, the additional noise is
probably not generated by the cells but by the amplifier.
The second common feature is that each cell generates noise
proportional to the reslstance f the cell if the cell current is
held constant, and proportional to the current through the cell if the
resistance is held constant (Figures A-2, 5-1 and 5-2). Of course,
these proportionalities do not hold if enough power is delivered to
the cell to cause a rise in temperature, or if the cell has defective
or non-ohmic contacts. An examination of the data disclosed that
these relationships were generally true for the entire frequency range
(ij az to 20 khz).
An equation that describes the noise output due to variations in




and the proportionality factor K can, in turn, be written:
K = 4eyt1
(6-2)
The term in this equation is itself a function of several variables.
It contains both the variables that cause the noise level to vary with
frequency for any given cell, and the variables that cause the noise
to vary with changes in cell characteristics. For a given cell the
second function is a constant, but for the cases treated in the following
sections this is the factor that will be responsible for variations in
the noise characteristics.
6.1. Variations in Noise with Variations in Photosensitive
Material. The three groups of cells described in section 5.1 were
made from the three light sensitive materials; cadmium selenide,
cadmium with sulfide and selenide, and cadmium sulfide. In this
section only the noise characteristics of the cells in Lots 2, 9, and
18 will be considered since they are the most CO' )fl cell types made
from these materials. Of course, the reason tl c most common
is because they are relatively more stable and er usable
life spans than the other cell types in their 7 oups. In
addition this project has shown that they are al ,,cmong the least
noisy of their respective groups. Some of the specific noise charac—
teristics of these cell types are described below.
At relatively low values of applied voltage the cells in these
three groups begin to exhibit the characteristic 1/f noise spectrum.
Actually for applied voltages in excess of one volt all of the cells
generate more mean square noise per cycle and more rms noise per .06f0
bandwidth at 20 hzAhan they do at 20 khz.. This 1/f noise characteristic
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is shown for cells 9-5 and 18-1 and for a set of carbon resistors in
the noise profile graphs in Figure 6-1. These comparisons are made
for the following two conditions: R = 10 kilohm and I = 4.5 milliamps
(E = 45 volts), and R = 500 kilohm and I = 225 microamps (E = 112 volts).
The rms noise graphs are phototypes of the graphs displayed in the
appendix and the mean square noise graphs were prepared from data
recorded on those graphs (Figures 5-1,5-2, A-5, 6, 7, 9 and 10). Note
that the carbon resistor has the same l/f noise signature as the cells






























Figure 6-1. Meam square nrise per hertz and rms noise per .06 fo
generated by cells 9-5 and 18-1, a 10 kilohm and a
500 kilohm resistor. (a) R 10 kilohm and I - 4.5
mi2liamps. (b) R 500 kilohm and I ■• 225 mioroamps.
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Tt Is apparent that for both the cells and the resistors the mean
square noise per cycle at any level of applied voltage will decrease
as the frequency increases until at some frequency the noise level that
is genera will be no greater than the Johnson noise. To show the
approximate frequencies at which these noise levels converge a graph
has been prepared with the frequency range extended (Figure 6-2). In
this graph the noise curves generated by cell 18-1 at R = 10 kilohm
and E = .75, 6.7, and 45 volts are shown. The 6.7 and 45 volt curves
have been extrapolated to the anticipated intersection points (dashed
lines) of the theoretical 10 kilohm Johnson noise curve. The Johnson
noise curve should converge with the current noise curves at approx-
imately 200 khz for a cell current of .67 milliamperes and at approx-
imately 5mhz for a cell current of 4.5 milliamperes. Thus in applica-
tions that call for the use of high frequencies excessive cell noise










101 102 103 104 105 1o6 107
Frequency (hz)
Figure 6-2. Mean square noise per .06 1'0 versus frequency of cell
18-1 at R 10 kilohm and E = .75, 6.7, and 45 volts
and the theoretical thermal noise of a 10 kilohm
resistance,
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Comparing cell noise to resistor noise would be a very tedious
task and unless some specific conditions were defined any attempt to
make a comparison would lead to nfusion. This is because the photo-
conductive cells geni-ated anywhere from 4 to 100 times more noise
than the carbon resistors depending on the resistance, current,
frequency, and the type of cell. For instance one CdSe cell generated
approximately 100 times more noise than the carbon resistor at 10
kilohm, 4.5 milliamperes, and 20 khz,while a CdS cell generated only
4 timer, aq much noip;e at 500 kilohm, 225 microamperes, and 20 khz.
The reader Is referred to the graphs in the appendix if he is inter-
ested In the relationships for any given set of conditions.
More Important however, is the noise relationship that exist
between the three types of cells. The average CdS cell generates
the least noise and the average CdSe the most, and as would be ex-
pected the noise level generated by the average Cd (S&Se) cell falls
in between. Some of the relationships that exist between the average
CdS and the average CdSe cell are listed below.
1. For R = 10 kilohm and I - .075 milliamperes the CdS cell
Is approximately 2 db less noisy.
2. For R = 10 kilohm and I - 4.5 milliamperes the CdS cell
is approximately 6 db less noisy.
3. For R - 500 kilohm and I - 3 microamperes the CdS cell
is approximately 4 db less noisy.
For R = 500 kilohm and I = 22 microamperes the CdS cell
is approximately 10 db less noisy.
These relationships remain essentially constant for each level of
resistance and current across the frequency range.
The CdS cell is generally less noisy than the Cd (S&Se) cell
also. A comparison of the average cells in these groups is shre.-n
on the next page.
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1. For R = 10 kilohm and f = 20 hz the CdS cell is approximately
6 db less noisy.
2. For R = 10 kilohm and f = 20 khz the CdS cell is approximately
1 db less noisy.
3. For R = 500 kl'ohm and f = 20 hz the CdS cell is approximately
8 db 7 ss noisy.
4. For R = 500 kilohm ani f = 20 khzthe CdS cell is approximately
5 db less noisy.
These relations remain essentially constant for all values of current.
Average values of cell noise are used because there is a fairly wide
spread of aoise levels generated by the individual cells in each group,
and this method was the most descriptive way of showing the relation-
ships. There were a few cells that generated noise several times that
of the awerage cell but, of course, these were not used to form the
averages. Usually these cells were found to have defective contacts,
and as a result would not pass some of the more conventional require-
ments such as a sensitivity, stability and life.
The implications of these data are quite obvious; the average
CdS cell is from 1 db to 10 db less noisy than the other two cell types,
and as a result it would normally be the cell that would be chosen for
low noise applications. As was suggested previously it is possible to
find some of these cells that are excessively noisy; therefore, it will
be necessary to check the noise level generated by the cell before
attempting to use it in a low noise circuit.
6.2 Variations in Noise with  Variations in Processing Tempera-
tures. (Tables 6 to 10and Figures A-10, 12, 13, & 14). The
distribution of the various types of cells prepared for this phase of
the evaluation were shown in Table 4. As the table shows, the pro-
cessing tempe,atures were varied over a relatively narrow range for
each grotql. These variations we made in order to establish if the
electrical characteristics of the cells in each group would vary
uniquely or according to some pattern. The relation between the
firing temperatures and three of the more important characteristics;
sensitivity, stability, and noise are discussed below.
The cell types in the CdSe group, which were nitrogen fired
only, had a well defined sensitivity versus firing temperature
relationship. Firing temperatures slightly below normal produced
cells that were more sensitive, and temperatures above normal produced
cells that were less sensitive. To show the relation that exist
between the sensitivity and noise output of these groups of cells
the data recorded for several typical cells is shown in Table 5.
These data show that the sensitivity and nois, output of the cells
are usually related; however, there are many exceptions, and therefore
absolute correlation cannot be established. The reason for this is
that cell instability is also a derivative of the processing temp-
erat,Ires. Generally instability is an indication that the firing
temperatures used to process the cells have not produced complete
diffusion between the electrode and the photosensitive material.
The cells in Lot I were the most sensitive of this group;
however, because of their instability they were slightly more noisy
than the cells in Lot 2. The cells in Lot 3, which were fired at the
highest temperature, were the least sensitive and also the most noisy.
cells in Lot 3 were approximately 1000 times less sensi-
tive than the cells in Lot 2, but they were only 3 times as noisy.
Since this change in sensitivity to change in noise_ ratio is so large,
correlation between the sensitivity and noise could not be expected
for relatively smh11 changes in sensitivity. This ratio was not aa
large for the other groups of cells.
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TABLE 5
Cor7parison of the light sensitivity and the rms noise generated by
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Cell Noise

























In order to make good CdS and Cd(S&Se) cells, these groups had
to be double fired; first in a nitrogen atmosphere and second in an
air atmosphere. This double firing produced a more complex relation
between the firing temperatures and the sensitivities. Generally the
cells were more sensitive and less noisy when fired at higher nitrogen
temperatures and lower air temperatures.
A much better correlation between sensitivity and noise was found
between the CdS and the Cd(S&Se) cLlls than was found between the CeSe
celis. :his is partially because these groups of cells were more stable,
and partially because their chanp,e in 5,ensitivity to change in noise
ratio was much smaller. (The ratio for these types was approximately
10 to 1). However, in these groups, as was expected, there were a
few cells that failed to correlate because of instability. This was
especially true for two of the CdS lots (Lots 17 and 21) each of which
contained a high percentage of unstable cells.
It is very unlikely that a noise test will ever be used to deter-
mine the sensitivity of a cell since this is a very simple test to
make; however, to test for anything as nebulous as instability requires
special techniques. The relationships that were discussed in this section
serve an important purpose; that is, to show that a noise test would be
the quickest and surest way to spot unstable cells and therefore processing
schedules that are producing unstable cells.
6.3. Variations in Noise with Variations in Electrode Material. 
Photosensitive Material Density and Cell Size. This series of tests were
made to show that the noise output of photoconductive cells is positively
a function of the electrode material, photosensitive material density and
cell size. Thu cells used for these tests weLe not developed independently,
but were varlatieas of one of the CdS cell types already in production.
Three lots of cells were made to establish what noise variations
could be expected when the electrode material was changed. (Ref. Figures
A-15, 16, & 17). The electrode materials used were gold, tin, and indium.
These cells were all processed together and as a result they should have
had similar characteristics, unless the type of electrode used produced
some variation. Because the photosensitive material used was slightly
more porous than the normal mix, all three types were slightly unstable,
and relatively much more noisy than the production cells. However, the
data collected showed that the indium electrode cell generated the least
#J1....11114
noise.
The noise levels generated by the gold and the tin electrode cells
were so varied that a satisfactory comparison between the two could not
be made; however, they can be compared to the indium cell. Generally
these two types generate about the same noise as the indium electrode
ce'l at low current levels and about 10 db more noise at high current
levels. This is an obvious indication cf a poor ohmic contact. There
Is enough difference between the noise output of these cells to indicate
that considerable work would have to be done with the gold and tin
electrode cells before they could compete with the indium electrode cell
for low noise acplications. If a project of this nature were started
a noise test set would be an invaluable evaluation device.
As was noted above, all of the cells in this group were made with a
low density CdS material, and as a result they were less stable 7.-d
about 20 db more noisy. A microscopic inspection is presently being used
by cell manufacturers to eliminate this deviation, but as can be seen
here, a noise test would also be useful. The excess noise that Is
generated by these cells would be the result of high current density
bottlenecks which occur due to irregularities in the lattice structure.
There are many other processing variables that can be held respon-
sible for the various noise output levels generated by photoconductive
cells, but the minute variations required to accurately control the
required changes in the processing cf these cells makes it impractical
to attempt further studies here. On the other hand the cell size,
although not exactly a processing variable has a considerable effect
on the noise output. This variable is important since it can be
controlled by the purchasing agent (user). Three cell sizes that had
a constant photosensitive to contact area ratio were evaluated. The
diameters of these cells were 3/16, 5/16, and 7/16 inches.
The small cell generated approximately 6 db more noise than the
5/16 inch cell, and 15 db more than the 7/16 inch cell. This differen-
tial can be attributed to three factors: first, t': number of carriers
per unit area that must cross the ohmic contact; second., variations in
the excitation rate of carriers per unit area and third, the ease with




Chapter II, which gives some of the important theories explaining
the conductivity of photoconductive cells, was followed by a chapter
on semiconductor noise theory. In this chapter some of the theories
that relate noise to the device being evaluated were presented. In
Chap. : IV the equipment used during this project was described. The
home made preamplifier and the cell-under-test box were described more
thoroughly than was the purchased equipment. The limitations of the
test-set were also defined.
In the next chapter the philocophy of the project was outlined.
The cells that were to be tested were described, and also the testing
procedures that were to be followed. The last chapter gave a rather
complete analysis of the data including some of the conclusions that
were suggested by the results.
Some of the more important conclusions that have been drawn are
summarized below:
I. The data shows that the cells that are being manufactured for
sale are among the least noisy. This fact indicates that
there is a relation between the noise generated by a cell and
its life expectancy. Also, it suggest that a noise test could
be used as a screening process which would eliminate many
potential life failures.
2. Cell stability, whether it be the result of poor contacts or
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improper processing techniques, can be determined by using the
noise test set described in this report. Usually a cell should
be tested at a single frequency, resistance and current to de-
termine whether it is good or bad.
3. A minute examination of the noise output of a cell is provided
through the noise profile graphs. This type c) analysis would
be useful to the engineer who is designing a new type of cell.
4. When no current is flowing CdSe and CdS cells generate thermal
noise that is dependent only on the cell's resistance; however,
when current is flowing the noise output is proportional to
both the current and the resistance. This current noise will
diminish as the frequency increases until at some frequency the
current noise is no greater than the thermal noise. This l/f
noise characteristic is present in all of these cells; however,
the absolute noise level may differ by orders of magnitude
from cell to cell, and this is how contact instability is
detected.
5. The data has confirmed the assumption that the CdS cell would
be the best cell to use in any noisc application. This type
cell generates less noise than the CdSe cell at all levels of
current over the entire frequency band.
6. Although enough data was not collected to prove conclusively
that the larger cell is less noisy, there was enough taken to
suggest this possibility. It was demonstrated that in some
cases the smaller the contact area the greater the noise
output of a cell.
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains some of the more important data that was
taken during this project. There are five tables and seventeen graphs
that show how the noise output of the cells varies with variations in
the cell characteristics. A list of these tables and graphs was shown
in the Table of Contents and will not be repeated here.
Table 6 contains data similar to that which would be taken by a
cell manufacturer to control his product where a large number cells
must be tested. Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 contain data that would be
taken as an engineering evaluation of the product line where only a
small number of cells are to be tested. The graphs contain data that
would be used in research to develop new products, where only a few
cells are to be evaluated
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TABLE 6













1-1 100 12-1 48 G-1 2000
1-2 130 12-2 400 G-3 1200
1-3 120 12-3 40 G-4 1150
' 1-14 120 12-4 65 1250




2-1 85 14-1 45 0-9 1150
2-2 70 14-2 65 0-15 1250
2-3 85 14-3 105 0-16 1650
2-4 135 14-4 75 0-18 1650
2-5 loo 14-5 130
2-6 75
16-1 60 T-2 1150
3-1 225 16-2 43 1-3 1400
3-2 moo 16-3 43 1-5 1700
3-3 200 16-4 40 T-6 900
3-4 165 16-5 45 T-9 700
3-5 160 1-10 850
3-6 180 17-1 200 1-12 1650
17-2 350 T-13 650
5-1 90 17-3 80 1-14 15505-2 95 17-4 5o 1-17 10
5-3 80 17-5 2000
5-4 8o I-1 350
5-5 80 18-1 30 1-2 250
18-2 33 1-4 275
7-1 170 18-3 200 1-6 600
7-2 1140 18-4 30 I-11 375
7-3 195 18-5 35 1-12 200
7-4 19c 18-6 40 1-13 275
7-5 190 1-14 250








8-3 60 19-4 85







9-2 75 20-3 C5-6 100
9-3 65 20-4 , Cr-8 85
9-4 55 20-5 18 C-9 95











Root mean square noise in microvolts generated by photoconductive cells
at 10 kilohm and 0.15 milliamps. (The frequencies used for this test
were 10 hz, 100 hz, 1 khz and 10 khz.)
CELL 10 1.00 lk 10k CELL 10 100 ik 10k
UV UV IN UV UV UV UV UV
Res. O.L. 0.4 0.4 0.8 19-1 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.1
19-2 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.1
7-1 5.0 3.8 1.8 1.5 19-3 2.5 1.8 1.3 1.3
2-2 4.5 3.0 1.6 1.4 19-5 2.5 1.4 1.0 1.1
2-3 4.3 3.8 1.8 1.5 19-9 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.1
2-5 4.5 4.0 1.7 1.4 19-10 2.0 1.6 1.1 1.2
2-6 5.0 3.5 1.8 1.6 Avg. 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.2
2-7 4.5 3.8 1.8 1.5
2-8 4.0 3.5 1.7 1.4 20-1 2.0 1.3 0.9 1.0
2-9 5.0 4.0 1.8 1.5 20-2 2.3 1.8 1.5 1.9
2-10 4.0 3.8 1.9 1.5 20-3 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.0
Avg. 4.5 3.7 1.8 1.5 20-5 1.8 1.2 0.8 1.0
20-6 1.8 1.1 0.8 1.0
7-1 3.5 8.5 7.0 3.5 20-7 2.3 1.4 1.1 1.1
7-2 2.3 3.8 3.8 2.2 Avg. 2.0 1.2 0.9 1.0
1-3 2.5 4.3 4.3 2.5
7-4 2.5 4.0 5.0 2.8 0-1 20 35 35 30
7-5 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.7 .3-3 6.0 6.5 8.0 8.0
Avg. 2.5 5.0 4.0 2.4 G-4 7.0 8.0 8.5 9.0
G-7 20 40 45 33
9-1 3.5 3.5 1.8 1.3 G-8 4.5 4.5 5.0 6.0
9-3 3.8 3.0 1.5 1.1 G-9 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.5
9-4 4.0 3.8 1.8 1.3 0-15 14 16 16 15
)-5 3.0 3.3 1.7 1.2 G-16 5.5 8.5 9.0 9.0
Avg. 3.5 3.4 1.7 1.2 0-18 23 26 25 23
Avg. 7.8 8.8 9.3 v.4
12-1 3.0 2.5 1.3 1.2
12-3 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1-2 15 18 20 23
12-4 3.0 2.5 1.4 1.1 1-3 13 13 13 L4
12-5 2.5 2.3 1.3 1.1 T-6 8.5 8.0 7.5 7.5
Avg. 2.9 2.3 1.5 1.4 T-9 11 12 11 11
T-10 9.0 9.0 8.5 8.0
14-1 2.5 3.0 1.7 1.2 1-12 13 15 15 13
14-2 3.5 3.5 2.1 1.4 T-13 6.0 7.0 7.5 8.0
14-4 2.5 3.0 2.0 1.4 T-17 18 15 13 12
14-5 5.0 5.0 4.5 3.5 Avg. 12 12 12 12
Avg. 2.7 3.3 2.1 1.4
1-1 13 13 13 13
18-1 2.0 1.6 1.1 1.2 1-2 6.5 6.5 9.5 11
18-2 2.5 1.7 1.2 1.3 1-3 13 14 14 12
18-4 2.0 1.7 1.0 1.1 1-4 7.5 6.5 7.0 8.5
18-5 2.0 1.5 1.1 1.1 1-12 8.5 10 10 12
18-6 2.3 1.8 1.2 1.3 1-13 9.5 9.0 9.5 11
18-8 1.8 1.6 1.0 1.1 1-14 lo 7.5 8.5 9.0
18-10 2.5 2.0 1.3 1.3 1-15 9.0 11 11 12
Avg. '2.2 1.7 1.1 1.2 1-18 14 16 15 ;5
Avg. 10 lb 10 U.
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TABLES
Root mean square noise in microvolts generated by photoconductive cellsat 10 kilohm and 2.2 milliamps. (The frequencies used for this testwere 10 hz, 100 hz, 1 khz and 10 khz.)
CELL 10 100 lk 10k CELL 10 100 lk 10kuv uv uv uv uv uv uv uv
Res. .75 .75 .75 .1.0 19-1 18 14 8.0 6.5
19-2 23 14 8.0 6.07-1 140 3' 16 12 19-3 20 15 11.0 10.02-2 40 35 16 12 19-5 15 12. 7.0 6.02-3 50 35 17 13 19-9 18 15 8.5 6.02-5 35 33 16 12 19-10 20 14 8.0 6.52-6 45 35 16 12 Avg. 19 14 6.4 6.92-7 45 33 17 132-8 33 35 17 13 20-1 20 9.0 5.5 4.52-9 40 35 18 13 20-2 50 40 45 502-10 38 35 17 12 20-3 13 6.5 5.0 4.3Avg. 40 34 17 12 20-5 13 6.5 4.8 4.020-6 13 6.5 5.0 4.57-1 35 43 65 135 20-7 15 7.0 5.5 5.07-2 20 35 36 18 Avg. 15 7.0 5.0 4.57-3 20 38 40 20
7-4 25 35 45 22 G-1 250 500 600 6W
5
20 38 35 16 6-3 200 450 450 450Avg.9 21 3T 39 19 230 450 480 400
6-7 400 750 900 0009-1 25 33 17 io 6-8 250 350 hoo 4209-3 30 28 15 9.0 G-9 300 350 350 3009-4 35 30 17 10 G-15 200 350 450 4509-5 30 30 15 8.o 6-16 200 450 430 350Avg. 30 30 16 9.0 0-18 280 500 650 550
Avg. 230 390 430 40012-1 33 23 12 8.012-3 25 19 10 6.5 1-2 400 500 500 48012-4 28 25 12 8.0 1-3 400 500 550 50012-5 30 23 11 7.0 1-6 1400 450 450 380Avg. 29 23 11 7.5 1-9 330 330 330 3301-10 330 450 1430 35014-1 30 25 13 7.5 1-12 450 700 800 70014-2 25 38 20 10 1-13 300 45o 480 hoo14-3 25 35 25 13 T-14 450 500 550 50014-4 25 35 20 11 T-17 230 250 250 25014-5 35 48 ho 25 Avg. 340 420 430 390Avg. 26 34 20 11
1-1 100 150 160 12018-1 18 13 8.0 6.5 1-2 65 140 180 16018-2 18 14 9.0 8.0 1-3 100 180 210 18018-4 20 14 8.0 6.5 1-4 60 130 150 12018-5 25 16 11.0 8.0 1-12 70 140 150 12018-6 20 14 9.0 8.5 1-13 75 150 200 15018-8 20 14 8.0 6.5 1-14 60 140 170 13016-10 25 16 9.5 8.0 1-15 bo 160 190 160Avg. 20 14 6.5 /.5 1-18 85 160 200 lio




Root mean square noise in microvolts generated by photoconductive cells
at 500 kilohn and 3 nicroamps. (The frequencies used for this test

















Res. .45 .60 .90 2.0 19-1 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.8
19-2 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.7
2-1 8.0 7.5 5.5 5.5 19-3 2.5 3.5 2 5 2.8
2-2 8.o 7.0 5.5 5.5 19-5 2.3 2.1 2.4 2.7
2-3 . 9.0 7.5 6.0 6.0 19-9 3.0 2.7 ' 2.3 2.6
2-5 10.0 9.0 7.5 6.0 19-10 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.8
2-6 10.0 7.0 5.0 5.5 Avg. 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.6
2-7 11.0 7.5 6.0 6.0
2-8 10.0 8.0 6.5 6.0 20-1 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.4
2-9 lo-o 8.0 6.5 6.5 20-2 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.8
2-10 10.0 8.0 5.5 6.0 20-3 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7
Avg. 9.6 7.7 6.0 5.9 20-5 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.5
20-6 2.3 2.2 2.0 2.4
7-1 5.0 8.5 7.5 5.5 20-7 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.5
7-2 4.5 7.5 6.5 5.0 Avg. 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.5
7-3 6.0 8.5 8.0 6.0
7-4 6.5 9.5 8.5 6.0 G-1 7.5 8.0 8.0 4.5
7-5 5.5 8.5 7.5 5.5 0-3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.8
Avg. .7 8.5 7.5 5.5 G-4 2.8 2.5 2.6 2.9
G-7 11.0 13.0 13.0 5.0
9-1 6.5 6.5 4.6 4.1 G-8 3.0 2.5 2.5 2 3
9-3 7.5 5.5 3.7 3.6 G-9 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.7
9-4 6.5 5.5 3.9 3.7 0-15 8.0 10.0 9.5 4.39-5 6.5 6.0 4.0 3.4 G-16 4.0 3.3 3.3 3.3
Avg. 6.7 5.9 4.0 3.7 0-18 15.0 20.0 I8.0 5.5
Avg. 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.1
12-1 5.o 4.3 3.5 3.5
12-3 5.0 3.8 3.5 3.3 1-2 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.3
12-4 5.5 5.0 4.3 4.0 1-3 6.0 7.0 6.5 3.312-5 5.5 4.3 3.9 3.7 1-6 4.8 4.3 4.5 3.0
Avg. 5.2 -4.3 3.6 3.6 1-9 4.3 4.5 4.5 3.3
1-10 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0114-1 6.0 5.0 3.5 3.5 1-12 14.0 12.0 11.0 6.014-2 7.0 6.5 4.3 3.8 1-13 4.5 5.0 5.0 3.914-3 5.5 7.0 5.5 4.3 1-14 15.0 14.0 114.0 7.014-4 5.0 6.0 4.3 3.8 T-17 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.514-5 8.5 8.5 7.0 5.0 Avg. 4.5 4.7 4.7 3.3Avg. 5.9 5.9 4.4 3.g
I-1 4.5 6.5 7.5 4.818-1 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.7 1-2 5.0 5.0 4.8 3.5
18-2 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 1-3 7.0 6.5 7.0 4.0
18-4 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.9 1-4 3.5 3.5 3-3 3-118-5 2.6 2.3 2.3 2.6 1-12 4.5 4.8 5.5
18-6 2.5 2.5 2.8 3.0 1-13 4.5 5.0 6.0 4.018-8 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.9 1-14 14.5 11.5 14.5 3.118-10 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.9 1-15 5.0 6.5 6.0 3.6
Avg. 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.d 1-16 4.5 5.5 _6.0 3-8
Avg. 5.1 5.6 5.9 3.8
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TABLE 10
Root mean square noise in nicrovolts generated by photoconductive cells
















Res. 13 13 15 15 19-1 200 90 65 50
19-2 150 70 55 1452-1 500 300 200 150 19-3 120 70 55 452-2 500 300 200 180 19-5 90 00 50 40
2-3 600 360 230 180 19-9 250 95 65 552-5 /000 450 300 250 19-10 100 75 50 ho
2-6 600 350 230 170 Avg. 160 77 57 462-7 550 330 200 I70
2-8 500 350 250 230 20-1 50 35 35 302-9 700 350 250 180 20-2 85 5o 45 Lo2-10 650 380 250 190 20-3 65 43 35 30Avg. 600 350 230 190 20-5 60 38 33 28
20-6 50 33 30 25
7-1 1000 1200 1800 850 20-7 60 45 40 35
7-2 330 430 350 200 Avg. 57 39 35 307-3 430 500 300 200
7-4 450 500 330 180 G-1 3500 2800 2800 28007-5 500 500 280 190 G-3 1400 1300 1300 1200
Avg. 420 490 320 190 G-4 2500 Woo 1800 1500
G-7 33040 3300 3000 3000
9-1 350 200 150 120 G-8 1300 1100 1300 1300
9-3 300 140 110 90 G-9 1800 1500 1300 1200
9-4 380 280 150 120 G-15 1500 1500 1500 1300
9-5 300 230 140 120 G-16 3000 2500 2300 2000
Avg. 330 210 140 110 G-18 3000 2500 2500 2000
Avg. 1900 1600 1500 1400
12-1 250 18o 120
: 9512-3 150 90 80 60 T-2 200' 00 1500 1100
12-4 200 150 110 85 T-3 200 ,0 1000 1300
12-5 200 130 110 80 T-6 2501 _.-t20 1200 900
Avg. 200 140 110 ti,t5 T-9 13C .,,,A) 1100 1000
T-10 18, 1100 1200 1000
14-1 200 180 110 85 T-12 1600 1600 1500 1000
14-2 350 230 140 110 T-13 2C00 1500 1400 1100
/4-3 350 hoo 230 140 T-14 1800 1500 1500 1200
14-4 350 280 170 120 T-17 1200 1000 1000 900
14-5 hoo 500 boo 230 Avg. 1500 1600 1300 1006
Avg. 320 270 160 110
I-1 550 500 500 40018-1 150 70 55 50 1-2 5r0 700 600 40018-2 300 75 75 60 1-3 450 500 500 140018-4 loo 70 50 50 J-4 1400 500 500 30018-5 200 180 120 80 1-12 400 450 ,-150 30018-6 85 80 70 65 1-13 450 700 700 45018-8 130 75 60 55 1-14 hoo 500 500 30018-10 250 100 yo 60 /-15 500 600 55o 400
Avg. 1!4 90 /0 66 1-18 550 750 650 450
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Figure A-2 loise vs. f -,;:quency for ceLl 9-1.; at 1 - 0.1
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Figure A-9. Current noise vs frequency for cell 9-5 at 10 kilohm.
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Figure A-12. Current noise vs frequency for cell 7-2 at 500 kilohm.
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Figure A-14. Current noise vs frequency for cell 14-4 at 500 kilohm.
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